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Abstract
We have performed a finite element simulation of realistic displacements of otolith membranes by static linear accelerations. The
simulations were based on accurate measurements of the surfaces of human utricular and saccular maculae, which indicate a clear
curvature of these surfaces. The results show that this curvature, a feature probably found in all mammals, has no effect on the
mechanics of the structure as a whole since the elastic coupling in the otolith membrane is insufficient. Hair cell excitations on any
place of the macula are only affected by the local orientation of the macula with respect to acceleration. Based on the
displacements of the otolith membrane, we also calculated the induced activation patterns on the otolith epithelia. These patterns
provide for the first time a complete image of peripheral otolith activity. The individual activation patterns at selected locations on
the macula correspond well with single cell recordings of actual peripheral otolith neurons.
( 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Any movement in space is composed of a rotatory
and a translatory component, and the sensory organ
indicating movements, the vestibular system, has accordingly evolved ways to transduce these two types
of stimuli : the semicircular canals (SCCs), which respond to rotatory movements, and the otoliths, which
indicate translatory (or linear) movements and orientation changes with respect to gravity. With the term
‘otolith’ we refer to all structural and functional aspects
of this organ.
Our understanding of these structures is largely based
on two pillars: on the one side, an extensive experimental database exists about eye movements elicited by linear or rotational movements of the head in space. The
large interest in this type of investigation is in part
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 (7017) 298 2340;
Fax: +49 (7017) 295 260.
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based on the signi¢cant clinical applications, which allow important diagnostic conclusions from the observed
eye movements. The other focus of investigations has
been on the study of structure and function of individual hair cells. On this front, one of the driving forces is
the importance of hair cells for the understanding of
hearing function and de¢cits. The structure connecting
these two pillars, i.e. the transduction of actual head
movements into displacements of individual hair cells,
is less well understood. In particular, research in this
area has concentrated on the transduction properties of
the SCCs (Rabbitt et al., 1995). We now have a good
idea about the mechanical displacement of the sensory
SCC hair cells, and closely understand these displacements, even for high accelerations and with plugged
semicircular canals (Damiano and Rabbitt, 1996; Rabbitt et al., 1999). We further have a detailed knowledge
about the anatomical connections that transduce these
stimuli (Leigh and Zee, 1999).
In contrast, determining the appropriate response to
a head translation, which is mediated by the otoliths, is
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computationally and behaviorally much more complex.
First of all, the central nervous system (CNS) is confronted with an ambiguous stimulus : the linear forces
acting on the otoliths may be coming from a change in
the orientation with respect to gravity (e.g. a head tilt to
the left), or they may be due to linear accelerations (e.g.
a linear acceleration to the right). Once the CNS has
established its best guess about the direction and magnitude of the linear acceleration, it has to consider the
¢xation distance in establishing the appropriate response, i.e. the eye movement response that will keep
the target of interest on the fovea: keeping our eyes on
a target 10 cm in front of our face while moving the
head left or right requires large compensatory eye
movements ; looking at the moon during the same
movement requires practically no eye movements.
Knowledge of the mechanical properties of the otolith system is necessary to understand and interpret
neurophysiological and behavioral observations. One
way to determine those properties is the use of a numerical model that takes into account all known facts
about the otoliths. A numerical model also allows us to
investigate the e¡ect of three-dimensional (3D) orientation and shape of the otolith maculae. Several anatomical investigations have focused on this issue (Takagi
and Sando, 1988; Sato et al., 1992; Curthoys et al.,
1999). It turns out that the maculae of utricle and saccule both have an irregular curved shape, in contrast to
the prevailing view that they are planar surfaces aligned
with the head coordinate system. We employed ¢nite
element analysis to incorporate the curvature of the
maculae into a model of the otolith membrane. Using
this well-known technique, we have calculated the equilibrium displacements of the otolith membrane due to
constant, time independent accelerations in various directions.
One of the central questions regarding displacements
is to what degree the curvature a¡ects movements of
the membrane as a whole. If the mechanical coupling
within the membrane was strong enough, displacement
of one part of the membrane would lead to displacements of other parts as well. Observations have shown
that accelerations that are locally perpendicular to the
membrane do not lead to displacements. Due to the
curvature it would theoretically be possible though
that with a sti¡ otoconia-layer, even parts that are locally perpendicular to the acceleration get displaced by
forces transmitted through the otolith membrane.
Even the nature of displacements elicited by simple
static accelerations in various directions is not yet
known. It would be easy to think of a mechanical system where the curvature of a surface allows movements
in one direction but prevents displacements in others.
Does such an e¡ect happen in the otolith system?
Since the otolith system is rather small, mechanical

properties needed for simulations, such as the mechanical elasticity of the otolith membrane, are hard to measure. In such a case, a numerical analysis of this system
can determine the sensitivity of the system on the value
of these properties.
Based on the calculated membrane displacements and
the measured directions of hair cell polarization it is
possible to calculate the distribution of hair cell excitation on the whole otolith macula (Kondrachuk and
Sirenko, 1987). It is expected that accelerations in different directions lead to corresponding di¡erent excitation patterns. How do these patterns look like? What
are the typical distances on the macula where changes
in the patterns arise? It is also interesting to compare
the ¢ndings of numerical models with the results of
experimental investigations of otolith signals in the vestibular nerve (Fernandez and Goldberg, 1976a,b; Goldberg et al., 1990). Recordings from the vestibular nerve
using exactly the same paradigm as employed in this
investigation (Fernandez et al., 1972) have found a remarkably rich set of single-neuron discharge rates. To
test the results of our numerical model, we compared
our theoretical results with these experimental ¢ndings.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Anatomical structure
The otolith system consists of two independent acceleration sensitive organs, the utricle and the saccule,
which are located in two small sacs within the inner
ear labyrinth. Each sac hosts a sense organ, the macula,
which contains the direction sensitive hair cells. Fig. 1
sketches a cross section through an otolith organ (saccule). The hair cells are ¢rmly attached to the skull by
connective tissue. They are covered by three consecutive
layers of morphologically separable meshwork (Kachar
et al., 1990). Unfortunately, di¡erent authors have used
di¡erent terms for these layers. We use the term otolith
membrane for all ¢lament parts of the otolith system
that are displaced with respect to the head.
The topmost otoconia-layer is a strongly connected
¢lament matrix, containing calcium carbonate crystals
known as otoconia (Lins et al., 2000). Since the otoconia have a higher density than the underlying parts of
the otolith membrane and the surrounding endolymph
£uid, their position with respect to the sensory epithelium is displaced by linear accelerations.
Recent ¢ndings indicate that the middle layer, which
will be termed mesh-layer, is even sti¡er (Benser et al.,
1993; Kondrachuk, 2000). Structurally it consists of a
densely and randomly interconnected ¢lament matrix.
Its function is probably to distribute the forces acting
on the otoconia in a homogeneous fashion. The more
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Fig. 1. Cross section of an otolith (saccule). Note that there are two distinct layers between the otoconia and the connective tissue, a sti¡er
mesh-layer, and a more elastic gel-layer.

elastic lower layer represents the main source of £exibility within the otolith membrane (Kondrachuk, 2000).
It is connected to the apical surface of the macula. In
comparison with the mesh-layer, its meshwork is less
densely connected and exhibits a columnar structure.
It’s visco-elastic properties resemble those of a gel,
and it is therefore called gel-layer (Grant and Best,
1986, 1987; Grant et al., 1984; Grant and Cotton,
1990; Grant et al., 1993) (other names are columnar
and sub-otolithic layer).
The hair cells on the otolith macula come in two
types : type I cells are mainly found in the central part
of the macula (striola), while type II cells are found in
the extra-striola region. Both cell types feature a bundle
of interconnected short hairs named stereocilia, which
are linked to one taller hair (kinocilium). The stereocilia
are embedded into the gel-layer, while the kinocilia of
the extra-striola area are attached to the mesh-layer
(Kachar et al., 1990) or even protrude into the otoconia-layer above (Lim, 1976; Ross et al., 1987). The
polarization of hair cells is determined by direction
and magnitude of the de£ection of the kinocilium
(Shotwell et al., 1981): de£ection of the hair bundle
towards the kinocilium leads to a depolarization, and
de£ection in the opposite direction to a hyper-polarization of the hair cell. If a constant acceleration is applied, for example by a tilt of the head, the otoconia
will move until the buoyant force acting on them is
counterbalanced by elastic forces that originate in the
otolith membrane. The gel is commonly treated as a
Kelvin^Voight £uid, i.e. a visco-elastic element with linear elasticity. Since our study concentrates on the time
independent equilibrium solutions, only the elastic aspects have to be considered. For this reason the velocity-dependent forces of the endolymph £uid are not
included in this study. Due to the structure of the system, forces parallel to the layers lead to a shear de£ec-

tion of the gel-layer, while perpendicular forces have
virtually no e¡ect. The curved shape of the otoliths
ensures that for any direction of linear acceleration, at
least some parts of them will experience a shearing
force. Therefore shape and orientation of the otoliths
are of central interest for understanding their mechanical response.
A displacement of the otoconia, with concurrent
shearing of the gel-layer, leads to a de£ection of the
stereocilia embedded in the gel-layer, which in turn
causes the sensory hair cells to change their excitation.
Since the polarization directions of the hair cells are
known (Lindeman, 1969), the displacements can then
be used to calculate the excitation.
The shape and orientation of the otolith maculae
have been subject to dispute for a long time, but few
attempts have been made to determine them quantitatively since the ¢xation of this structure is complicated.
Probably the only measurements of human maculae are
the ones by Takagi and Sando and Sato et al. (Takagi
and Sando, 1988; Sato et al., 1992). They employed a
computer-aided technique to reconstruct temporal bone
structures in ¢ne detail from serial sections in three
dimensions. The data sets used for our simulation and
visualization have been taken from these studies, and
Fig. 2 shows shape and position of the macula of the
left utricle and saccule in stereotactic coordinates. The
underlying surfaces were created by introducing new
data points, especially where the surfaces meet the coordinate axes. The result of this procedure was controlled visually. They are included to clarify the shape
of the otoconia-covered area. Both ¢gures are based on
approximately 300 measured data points, which have
been subjected to a smoothing procedure. The original
data set included even more points organized in rows
along the sliced surface. Completely outlying rows were
deleted, and rows that were obviously displaced with
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Fig. 2. Shape of measured utricular (A) and saccular (B) macula surfaces, with the striola indicated by the shaded region in the center. The distance between grid lines is 1 mm.

respect to the rest of the data were shifted to align with
the other rows. Based on this data set a representation
on an equally spaced grid was created. We used a standard analytical program for this transformation (Igor
Pro 3.14; WaveMetrics Inc.). The resulting geometry
was then used for the ¢gures as well as for the simulations.
Fig. 2A shows that the whole utricular surface is
tilted upward frontally by about 30‡, with the tilt becoming larger anteriorly. The upper portion of the saccule macula (Fig. 2B) is largely parallel to the mid-sagittal plane (de¢ned by dorso-ventral and anterior^
posterior axes), while the lower part is tilted temporally.
The position of the striola has been taken from observations by Lindeman (Lindeman, 1969).
Curthoys et al. have obtained similar anatomical data
sets for the otolith maculae of Guinea pigs (Curthoys et
al., 1999). Their study also ¢nds that the otolith maculae are curved surfaces.

buoyant force, which means that the otoconia-layer effective density, de¢ned as the di¡erence between otoconia-layer density and endolymph density, is larger than
zero.
For linearly elastic and isotropic material the Cauchy
stress components become:
T ij ¼ V eN ij þ 2 W E ij

ð2Þ

V and W are the Lame¤ constants, W being identical to the
shear modulus.


X D uj
!
1 D ui D uj
e¼
¼ divðu Þ and E ij ¼
þ
ð3Þ
2 D xj D xi
D xj
j
Eij is the strain tensor. This leads to the Navier equation
of motion2

b

X D 2 ui
D 2 ui
De
¼ b B i þ ðV þ W Þ
þW
2
Dt
D xi
D x2j
j

ð4Þ

2.2. Theory of continuum mechanics
The movement of any continuous elastic material has
to obey Cauchy’s equation of motion:

b

XD T ij
D 2 ui
¼ b Bi þ
with i; j ¼ 1; 2; 3
2
Dt
D xj
j

ð1Þ

Thereby b represents the e¡ective material density, ui
the displacements along the i-axis, Bi the components
of body force per unit volume (e.g. gravity or inertial
forces), and Tij the Cauchy stress components. The xj
represent coordinates1 . Since the densities of the gellayer, mesh-layer and the endolymph are virtually the
same, their e¡ective density is set to zero. Because of its
higher density only the otoconia-layer is subject to a

This equation holds for purely elastic, isotropic solids.
The usual way to determine the mechanical properties
of such materials is to apply a force to a cylindrically
shaped test object made from that material. Then the
Young’s modulus E describes the increase in length, and
the Poisson’s ratio X the simultaneous narrowing. The
Lame¤ constants V and W are related to E and X by:
1
Strictly speaking, one would have to specify whether xi are the
coordinates in the Eulerian or the Lagrangian con¢guration. However,
in our case of small de£ections the two are equivalent. In this case
D 2 ui =D t2 also corresponds to the acceleration components ai .
2
Note that this equation, which describes the behavior of elastic
materials, is di¡erent from the famous Navier^Stokes equation, which
describes the behavior of £uids.
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E¼

W ð3V þ 2 W Þ
V
and X ¼
V þW
2ðV þ W Þ

ð5Þ

Since we only study time independent equilibrium solutions to the otolith system, Eq. 4 can be simpli¢ed to:

0 ¼ b Bi þ ðV þ W Þ

XD 2 ui
De
þW
D xi
D x2j
j

ð6Þ

This set of di¡erential equations can now be solved
with the ¢nite element method. Eq. 6 holds for the
otoconia-layer, mesh-layer and for the gel-layer, if the
densities and elastic parameters are set accordingly.
2.3. Finite element technique
The ¢nite element technique is especially well suited
to solve Eq. 6, since the irregular boundaries of the
macula pose no problem to this technique. In a ¢rst
step the object that is simulated is broken down into
a set of smaller volumes, in our case hexahedrons (i.e.
cubes). The next step is to implement the numerical
representation of the di¡erential equation. Central to
the ¢nite element technique is the piecewise representation of the desired function, i.e. the solution to the
di¡erential equation, with simple approximating functions. In our simulations the solution to the di¡erential
equation was represented by a set of three quadratic
functions (one for each spatial dimension) for each element. At the corners of the elements, also called nodes,
those approximating functions must match to form a
continuous overall solution. These matching conditions
¢x the coe⁄cients that characterize the approximating
functions. Numerically this leads to a system of linear
equations. As a result one obtains the 3D node displacements due to the body forces Bi . Special conditions apply at the surface of the simulated volume:
the nodes at the gel^skull boundary are not allowed
to move, which re£ects the tight connection between
otolith gel and skull.
As one increases the number of elements or the set of
coe⁄cients (using a higher order polynomial) the approximation gets better. But there are limitations to
the increase of spatial resolution since the size of the
resulting linear equation rises very rapidly. We typically
broke down the otolith volume into about 1000 elements that could be handled conveniently with a desktop computer.
2.4. Mechanical characterization
To characterize the mechanical system, we need to
de¢ne the orientation of the otolith maculae and ¢nd
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reasonable estimates for the parameters of Eq. 6. For
the representation of spatial properties we chose a head
centered stereotactic coordinate system de¢ned by the
mid-sagittal plane and by Reid’s plane (given by the
lower rim of the orbita, and the center of the external
acoustic meatus), with the positive x-, y-, and z-axes
pointing forward, left, and upward, respectively.
The otoconia-layer was assumed to have a constant
height of 15 Wm, while the heights of the gel- and meshlayers were taken to be 10 Wm (Grant and Cotton,
1990; Grant et al., 1993). Gel-layer and otolith membrane density have been measured to be 1.0 g/cm3
(Money et al., 1971), while the mean density of the
otoconia-layer is about 2.0 g/cm3 (Trincker, 1962).
We chose to treat all layers as homogeneous isotropic
materials. The force^displacement relations of the gel-,
mesh- and otoconia-layers are described by the Lame¤
constants Vgel , Wgel , Vmes , Wmes and Voto , Woto respectively.
By assuming that the gel-layer is almost incompressible
(Poisson constant X = 0.49) it is possible to obtain Vgel .
Young’s modulus of the gel-layer, Egel , was estimated to
be 10.0 Pa. This leads to a value for Vgel of 164.4, and
translates to a shear constant Wgel of 3.35 Pa (Eq. 5).
These parameters lead to a good agreement with values
derived from studies of human sensitivity to acceleration, which was measured to be 0.002 g (Peters, 1969).
Using the given material parameters, this acceleration
leads to a de£ection of the order of 1 nm. De£ection
measurements in the cochlea showed that this is the
minimum magnitude the hair cells can detect (Sellick
et al., 1982).
Measurements of gel-layer elasticity of the bullfrog
saccule have led to a Young’s modulus E that was
substantially larger, i.e. to a much sti¡er gel-layer
(Benser et al., 1993; Kondrachuk, 2000). This is probably due to the fact that the function of the frog saccule
di¡ers from that of the mammal saccule (Kondrachuk,
2000). Nevertheless, we used the elasticity ratio between
gel-layer and mesh-layer (Emes /Egel W20) found in that
investigation to ¢x the elasticity of the mesh-layer and
the otoconia-layer. We assumed that also these layers
are virtually incompressible, like the gel-layer.
2.5. Characterization of hair cells
The hair cells represent the sensory elements that
detect the direction and magnitude of otolith membrane
de£ections. Unlike the hair cells in the semicircular canals, their direction of polarization (i.e. the direction of
maximum sensitivity) is not constant throughout the
otolith macula, but shows a distinct pattern (Lindeman,
1969). These patterns are indicated in Fig. 3 for utricle
and saccule.
Investigations have found that the intracellular hair
cell potential depends on the cosine of the angle be-
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Fig. 3. Polarization patterns of utricle (A) and saccule (B). The black dots indicate the locations that were used to calculate the displacements
in Fig. 4 (utricle) and Fig. 5 (saccule). (P) and (S) mark the positions for which the polarization during pitch and roll were determined (Fig.
8), while (F) and (D) are the locations considered for the e¡ects of upper layer elasticity (Fig. 6).

tween shear and polarization direction of the hair cell
(Shotwell et al., 1981). In our simulations we further
assume a linear relation between the magnitude of de£ection and the hair cell potential. This assumption is
justi¢ed for small accelerations, since it was found that
up to 3 g the modulations of ¢ring rates (FR) in a¡erent ¢bers of the vestibular nerve were smaller than resting ¢ring rates, and the acceleration/FR relation was
linear in this range (Fernandez et al., 1972; Fernandez
and Goldberg, 1976a,b).
We calculated the local hair cell potential by taking
the scalar product of the normalized polarization direcu at the nodes
tion !
p and the otolith displacement !
that form the boundary between the mesh- and the gellayer :
!!

!

! !

!

FROð p W u Þ ¼ M u Mcosð p ; u Þ; M p M ¼ 1

ð7Þ

3. Results
3.1. Displacement of the otolith membrane
3.1.1. Magnitude and direction of displacements
For accelerations in the yaw, pitch, and roll plane we
calculated the translation of one point at the gel-/meshlayer boundary. This location within the otolith membrane was selected because it is assumed that the hair
cell potential is sensitive to displacements at this boundary. The point was chosen in the central (striola) region
to minimize possible e¡ects of the otolith membrane
lateral boundary. It is indicated by the black dot in
Fig. 3. Within each plane, all directions of acceleration
were calculated, in steps of 30‡. Fig. 4 shows the resulting displacements for the left utricle, and Fig. 5 the

corresponding curves for the left saccule. It was possible
to reproduce the curves with appropriately shifted and
scaled sinusoidal functions to a high degree of precision.
Note that even purely horizontal accelerations can
induce a signi¢cant vertical displacement (Fig. 4A).
Similarly, for purely vertical accelerations along the zaxis (i.e. up or down), the utricle mesh- and otoconialayers are displaced signi¢cantly along the x-axis (Fig.
4B, 0‡/180‡). Since the otolith maculae are curved structures, this displacement is not constant throughout the
maculae, i.e. di¡erent parts are displaced with di¡erent
magnitudes and directions.
3.1.2. Curvature e¡ects on displacements
To investigate the e¡ect of the otolith curvature in
more detail, it is convenient to de¢ne a planar otolith
with an orientation that locally resembles the curved
maculae of real otoliths. Since otolith membranes are
mainly £at structures, a plane is a reasonable local approximation of their shape. We de¢ned planes by the
linear equation
z ¼ ax þ by
ð8Þ
with x, y, and z indicating head coordinates, and a and
b de¢ning the orientation of the plane. The de£ection of
a planar otolith structure can be determined with a high
degree of precision from a ¢nite di¡erence model3
(Grant et al., 1990). Since a planar structure is insensi-

3

The ¢nite di¡erence technique is rather di¡erent from the ¢nite
element technique used in our model. While the latter technique approximates the solution to the di¡erential equation by the use of
simple piecewise functions, the ¢nite di¡erence technique seeks a solution to the di¡erential equation by rather directly replacing the
(in¢nitesimal) di¡erential equation with a ¢nite di¡erence analog.
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Fig. 4. 3D utricular displacements at the point indicated in Fig. 3A. The pictures on the left indicate the force directions. The x-axis points forward, the y-axis to the left, and the z-axis upward.

tive to acceleration components perpendicular to the
plane, its displacement due to acceleration can be derived by projecting the acceleration into that plane. By
comparing the response of such planar structures to the
actual displacements as predicted by our 3D model, we
numerically determined the plane orientation that best
resembled the response of curved maculae for accelerations in the three head planes. We found that planar
approximations show almost the same displacements as
curved otolith membranes if the slope of the ideal plane
corresponds to the local slope of the curved macula. To
test this further we employed the model of a planar

otolith macula with only the density of one single otoconia ¢nite element being larger than the endolymph
density. This approach is similar to the one used by
Kondrachuk (Kondrachuk, 2000), with the di¡erence
that he considered local forces originating from the
tip of a probe. Our approach led to local displacements
around that element with an extension of V300 Wm.
The range is similar to the smallest distances where
substantial changes of the macula curvature occur.
Only comparatively small displacements were found in
elements that were further away from the otoconia element with a nonzero e¡ective density.
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Fig. 5. 3D saccular displacements at the point indicated in Fig. 3B. The pictures on the left indicate the force directions.

3.1.3. Lateral boundary of the otolith membrane
Our simulation also allowed us to study the e¡ect of
the lateral gel-layer extension on the displacement of
the otolith membrane. Since the gel is clear it is hard
to determine this parameter experimentally. A gel-layer
that extends beyond the area covered by the otoconia
membrane would need extra energy to deform. Thereby
the exact magnitude of this e¡ect depends on the area
covered by the gel.
To test the magnitude of that e¡ect, we calculated
displacements for a gel-layer that has exactly the same
size as the otoconia-layer (i.e. no extension), and compared it with displacements of an otolith membrane

with a large lateral extension of the underlying gel
area. This extension was chosen so large that virtually
no displacement occurred at the lateral gel-layer boundary. The results indicate that the lateral boundary of the
gel-layer has only small e¡ects that are con¢ned to the
vicinity of the lateral border.
3.1.4. Sensitivity of the results to parameter changes
For any numerical model of a biological system, the
mechanical parameters that characterize the model can
only be speci¢ed with a limited accuracy.
One of the best established mechanical parameters of
the otolith system is probably the e¡ective density of
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Fig. 6. Dependence of de£ection on the elasticity (Young’s modulus)
of the mesh- and otoconia-layers. The elasticity on the abscissa is in
units of the elasticity used in the simulation. The x-, y-, and z-de£ections at the points (F) and (D) of Fig. 3 correspond to a linear
acceleration along the positive z-axis (e.g. head in upside-down position, x = 0‡ in Fig. 5).

the otoconia-layer. We estimate that it is correct within
a range of 20%. It enters linearly into the model, which
means that an error of the e¡ective density will lead to
a proportional change of displacements. Similarly, an
error in the height of the otoconia-layer a¡ects the displacements linearly. We assume that the height of the
otoconia-layer, like the height of all other layers, is
associated with a maximum error of about 30%. A similar magnitude of the error probably exists for Young’s
modulus of the gel-layer. All these errors cause a proportional change of scale of the displacement axis in
Figs. 4 and 5, but do not a¡ect other properties of
the ¢gures (sinusoidal shape, relative amplitudes, phase
shifts). Probably the least known mechanical parameters of mammal otoliths are the elasticity of the meshand the otoconia-layer. These parameters should be
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considerably larger than the elasticity of the gel-layer,
since their ¢lament matrix is much tighter connected.
They determine how much distant parts of the otoliths
interact. As mentioned above, di¡erent parts of the
otolith membrane, especially parts with clearly di¡erent
orientations, interact only weakly if Young’s modulus
of mesh- and otoconia-layer is chosen 20-fold larger
than for the gel-layer. Fig. 6 summarizes the e¡ects
on displacements of two points on the saccule membrane at the gel-/mesh-layer boundary if this parameter
is changed. Note that the scaling is di¡erent for each
direction of movement. The x-axis represents Young’s
modulus of elasticity in units chosen for our simulation
(i.e. 1.0 represents 200.0 Pa). Each curve represents the
displacement of a point on the saccule in the head down
position (x = 0‡; Fig. 5B). The curves labeled with ‘D’
or ‘F’ represent the displacement of the corresponding
points in Fig. 3.
The displacements found at these points indicate the
range of de£ections of the membrane, since they were
chosen in regions where the local slopes of the macula
di¡ered the most. All other displacements found on the
saccule are somewhere between these curves. It can be
seen that movements in the z-direction are a¡ected
strongest by a change of elasticity. Displacements at
the point (F), which lies in a region that is comparatively £at, remain almost una¡ected. In contrast, de£ections at point (D) are markedly reduced. This is caused
by the larger curvature of the otolith membrane in this
region, which leads an additional bending of the meshand otoconia-layers compared to £at areas, where only
shearing displacements in the gel-layer are observed.
Similar e¡ects would be observed if the elasticity of
the gel-layer was changed. This e¡ect is not considered
here, since mesh- and otoconia-layers dominate the distribution of forces within the otolith membrane. With
respect to parameter sensitivity we found that a wrong
elasticity of the upper two layers causes changing de£ections in regions with substantial curvature.

4. Excitation patterns of hair cells
4.1. Excitation maps for di¡erent directions of external
force
Combining the otolith membrane displacements with
the hair cell characteristics it is possible to calculate hair
cell excitation at every point on the macula. This contrasts with single cell recordings, which can present only
the activation of individual cells. Since the displacements vary for di¡erent acceleration magnitudes as
well as directions, the resulting excitation patterns indicate di¡erent spatial representations of those accelerations.
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Fig. 7. Excitation maps of left utricle and saccule for three directions of acceleration. The background color represents zero polarization, while
white and black indicate depolarization and hyper-polarization, respectively. The maps are projections onto the main head planes (as indicated
by the coordinate systems in Figs. 4 and 5).

Fig. 7 shows the distribution of hair cell excitations
for the upright orientation (middle), and for the head
tilted 30‡ right (top) or left (bottom). To this purpose,
the excitation patterns on the curved otolith surfaces
were projected into the head planes, indicated by the
small coordinate system on the ¢gure. The activation
varies rather smoothly over the epithelium, with the
exception of regions visible here as white ‘lines’, which
are approximately perpendicular to the striola. In these
regions a rapid change of the polarization occurs within
a range of about 100 Wm. They can be found in the
ventral part of the saccule and the medial part of the
utricle. The shape and location of these regions are
related to the direction of acceleration.

4.2. Local hair cell polarization for roll and pitch
During systematic changes in roll and pitch, the polarization at di¡erent locations on the macula consisted
of only a limited set of activation patterns. Fig. 8 shows
two such patterns for utricle and saccule. The locations
of these cells are indicated in Fig. 3 by the labels ‘P’ and
‘S’ on the otolith surfaces.
The graphs in Fig. 8 are remarkably similar to the
recordings of the vestibular nerve activity during static
tilt experiments (Fernandez et al., 1972). The requirement to simultaneously match amplitudes as well as
phases for the roll and the pitch data imposes considerable restrictions on the orientation of the otolith mac-
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Fig. 8. Polarization for roll (dark points, solid line) and pitch (light points, dashed line) at the locations indicated with (S) and (P) in Fig. 3.
The left column shows utricular hair cells, the right column saccular hair cells. Zero on the abscissa indicates the upright orientation, and positive angles leftward and forward tilts, respectively. The horizontal line represents zero polarization and positive values indicate hyper-polarization.

ula and the directions of hair cell polarization, and
eliminates the possibility to simply select the bestmatching patterns for roll or pitch. Note the similarities
between the P-¢gures of the saccule and the utricle.

5. Discussion
5.1. Mechanical properties
Simulation of displacements of otolith membranes
with numerical techniques has a long tradition. Early
simulations were restricted by the limited anatomical
knowledge about the otolith structure. Twizell and Curran (1977)) and Hudetz (1973) used a planar, two-dimensional approximation of the otolith membrane with
a space ¢xed lateral boundary. A marked improvement
in our understanding of otolith mechanics was the introduction of a layered membrane structure (Grant et
al., 1984, 1993; Grant and Best, 1986, 1987; Grant and
Cotton, 1990). Grant was also the ¢rst to use the mechanics of visco-elastic materials to describe membrane
dynamics. His approach allowed the investigation of
static and dynamic responses, always making the assumption that the otolith epithelia can be approximated
reasonably well by planar surfaces. The same assumption was made by Kondrachuk (Kondrachuk, 2000),
who took up a suggestion by Kachar et al. (Kachar et

al., 1990) and sub-divided the space between the macula
and the otoconia-layer into two mechanically distinct
parts. This allowed him to analyze the experimental
¢ndings by Benser et al. (Benser et al., 1993), and to
determine the elastic properties of those layers. To our
knowledge the simulations presented above are the ¢rst
to consider the actual 3D structure of the otoliths. Our
results suggest that the curvature of otolith membranes
has no e¡ect on the displacement of the membrane as a
whole, and that distant parts of the membrane can act
almost independently. The de£ection is related to the
local orientation of the macula, which can be approximated by a plane. Critical to this observation is the
elasticity of the mesh- and otoconia-layers. If the elasticity was larger, parts of the membrane with di¡erent
orientation would interact through forces transmitted
by the upper layers. If the elasticity was higher, it might
become necessary to take the local inhomogeneity of
the membrane into consideration (for example the distribution of otoconia, which have a size of about 10
Wm). Based on the parameters chosen for this investigation we speculate that the otolith membrane has
evolved in a way that ensures non-interaction of parts
with di¡erent orientations, while keeping the elasticity
of the upper layers large enough to obtain a homogeneous distribution of otoconia forces. We conclude that
the curvature of the otolith maculae is directly related
to the need to sense a particular aspect of the acceler-
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ation. It is not involved in some kind of mechanical
‘computation’.
We found that the displacements of the otolith membrane due to static accelerations could be reproduced
very well with sinusoidal functions. Since the partial
di¡erential equation that guides the displacement is linear and distant parts of the membrane do not interact,
the mechanical response is determined by the local orientation of the macula. As the direction of the acceleration vector rotates, the displacements are largest if the
vector is parallel to the local orientation of the macula,
and zero if it is perpendicular to it. For angles between
these extremes the displacements can be well approximated by sinusoidal functions since the displacements
correspond to the projection of the acceleration vector
into the local plane.
Numerical simulations of the macula organs are
hampered by the lack of exact material parameters.
For this reason we carefully evaluated the e¡ects that
would result from changes in the critical parameters.
We found that, with the exception of the elasticity of
the mesh- and otoconia-layer, all parameters just a¡ect
the magnitude of the displacement of the curves shown
in Figs. 4 and 5, while other properties of the curves are
not altered. Given a gel-layer height of 10 Wm, the predicted displacements on the order of several hundred
nanometer seem reasonable for acceleration with 1 g.
Higher accelerations arise in daily life during running or
jumping and the system should not be driven into saturation by these conditions.
Of all the mechanical parameters the elasticity of the
mesh- and otoconia-layers is probably the least known,
especially for mammal otoliths. Our investigations revealed that a change of this parameters leads to altered
de£ections of the otolith membrane, depending on the
local curvature of the macula. For a better understanding of otolith kinematics it is necessary to experimentally determine these parameters more exactly.
Planar approximations of otolith structure are also
used in models that try to determine the otolith contribution to eye movements (Merfeld et al., 1993; Glasauer and Merfeld, 1997; Haslwanter et al., 2000) or to
the perceived orientation in space (Dai et al., 1989).
These models generally assume that otoliths are perfect
transducers of head accelerations. Our model does not
directly contradict this assumption, especially since the
simulations demonstrate that de£ections occur regardless of the direction of acceleration, i.e. that there are
no ‘blind spots’. Nevertheless, given the ambiguity of
linear accelerations (they can be due to gravity, or due
to linear movements), it is questionable if the brain is
able to interpret all acceleration signals correctly. It is
likely that accelerations that are highly relevant in the
usual scheme of head movements are detected more
accurately. Variable stereocilia elasticity may be a way

to tune mechanical responses. These hair bundles provide a substantial part of gel-layer elasticity, and it was
found that their mechanical properties exhibit some
variability (Benser et al., 1993). A systematic distribution of stereocilia elasticity over the macula may be able
to guide de£ections in a way optimized to species-speci¢c needs.
5.2. Hair cell excitation
Investigations into peripheral vestibular activity have
up to now been restricted to the analysis of individual
vestibular nerve signals. Our simulations present for the
¢rst time a realistic image of the activation patterns
over the whole otolith epithelium. We were surprised
to ¢nd small regions, visible as ‘lines’ perpendicular to
the striola in Fig. 7, where the excitation level changes
rapidly over a short distance. The location and shape of
these regions might provide a important cue for the
determination of head orientation.
Since type II cells are innervated by a single hair cell,
and the region of in£uence of multi-bouton type I cells
is usually restricted to hair cells with a very similar ondirection (D. Dickman, private communication), we expect that our simulated excitation maps show a close
correspondence to the activity in vestibular nerve cells.
If the neural connections between the otolith epithelium
and the vestibular nuclei exhibit a topographic mapping, the same patterns should be found in the activity
of cells in the vestibular nucleus. This is supported by
the good agreement between typical activity patterns
exhibited by our model during systematic changes in
pitch and roll, and corresponding experimental data
(Fernandez et al., 1972). Thereby we could not simply
select the best-¢t pattern : of all possible combinations
of amplitude and phase shift, only a subset of all possible patterns was found in our data.
We found that there are regions on the saccule and
utricle where polarization patterns are rather similar
(Fig. 8, ‘P’-curves). This stems from the fact that the
local orientation of the maculae and the polarization
vectors of the hair cells closely match in these regions.
Contrary to the view that utricle and saccule provide
complementary information, this may indicate that
small parts of them yield almost overlapping information. Utricle and saccule a¡erent ¢bers are usually distinguished experimentally under the assumption that
such regions do not exist. While procedures applying
this assumption are valid for most of them, our ¢ndings
suggest that there may be a small number of utricle
nerves that are mistaken as saccule ¢bers.
The interpretation of peripheral vestibular signals has
so far concentrated on the transduction properties of
individual neurons, or on the interaction between two
spatio-temporally di¡erent neurons (Angelaki, 1992a,b;
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Hess and Angelaki, 1993; Angelaki and Dickman,
2000). The emergence of distinct activation patterns
for di¡erent static head orientations indicates an alternative option: the information about head acceleration
could also be contained in a distributed representation
over the whole epithelium. Large areas with similar
innervation, as seen in Fig. 7, would render such a
representation more stable than the interpretation of
signals from individual neurons. Since we want to
understand the information transmitted to the brain
by the hair cells, the knowledge about force^displacement relations of the macula is a ¢rst step to achieve
this goal.
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